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1 - Poisonous Muffin

Teen Titans Tower: 1 AM
Terra:whew, finally finished this toxic muffin! If anyone adds water to it, it becomes an undefeatable
beast!
Samara:Whats the point of that...75% of the world is made up of water..
Raven: It is pretty pointless..
Greenlantern:I am hungry, OHHH a MUFFIN!!
Terra:NOOOOOOO!!! ITS TOXIC!
MonkeyAngel:Like Brittany Spears?
Terra:*falls over*
Jinx:Obviously Terra made this muffin for a reason.
blacfire:Yes tell us!
Terra:Ok, so I made it because..
The door burst open and Robin comes in.
Robin:Teen Titans, thunder and lighting are attacking! ATTACK!
Everyone runs out the door!
Aqualad knocks over a glass of water and spills it on the muffin.
2 hours later.
Samara:I am soooooo tired...
Robin:Me too, teen titans...lets get some sleep! Agreed?
Everyone:AGREED!
8 Am the Next morning.
A big beast with zits is eating a tree.....
Terra:I am hungry..*gets cereal*
Samara:Where is your muffin?
Greenlantern:Is that YOUR HIDEOUS BEAST?!?!IT RIPPED MY ROOM UP!!
MonkeyAngel:I WAS TAKING A SHOWER!!
Greenlantern:Who could forget that...O.o
Jinx:Sweet, did you guys notice the beast in the back eating motts tree?
Motts:MY TREE!!!!
Aquafox:Blarf....
Kitti:Meow....
froglover:I'll feed the animals..
Teddy:AHEM!
Froglover:and the pebble.
Teddy:=D
4 hours later. The beast has destroyed everything there is. All of a sudden starfire comes back from
vacation in Mexico.
Starfire:Look at my new EXTREMELY HOT SAUCE!! IT KILLS EVERYTHING!
Robin:GIMME THAT!! *robins throws it at the monster*
Starfire:Thats the last time I EVER buy you something.
3 hours later
Terra:Finally, everything is back to normal..and the muffin is in the fridge.



Starfire:Who made that delicious muffin?
Everyone:*GASP*
Motts:KEEP IT AWAY FROM MY TREE!!!
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